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WOOD FINISHES

PRODUCT INFORMATION
WHAT: Heritage is a line of premium penetrating oil
finishes handcrafted in small batches with the highest
quality, all natural ingredients from sustainable sources.
Heritage Natural Finishes are made without the use of
toxic heavy metal dryers, chemical processing, petroleum
distillates or bleaching. All products are biodegradable,
non-ozone depleting, and can be used on heavy timbers,
logs, wood planks, cabinets, doors and more.
WHERE: Timbers, logs, tongue & groove, interior solid
wood paneling, any wood furniture (not ideal on
veneers), wood siding, shingles, trim, windows, doors,
cabinets or shelving, counter-tops (wood, concrete, and
earth), floors, wood tool handles, fences and fence posts,
decks, greenhouse or garden beds, kids wooden play sets
or any wooden toys, earthen floors, cob work, concrete,
raw, unpolished marble, canvas, and more. Interior and
exterior applications. Not intended for heavy commercial
uses.
WHY: Originally developed for the unique finishing
requirements of large timbers and logs, Heritage Natural
Finishes produce a superior, natural and easily repaired
finish on any woodwork, enhancing the patina and grain
pattern of the species to which it is applied. Because it
contains no drying agents of any kind, Heritage Natural
Finishes may be left on the wood surfaces for extended
times, from a hour to overnight without gumming or
hardening, thus greatly enhancing absorption into the
wood. Our natural oil finish continues to wick deeper
into the fibers, grain, and checks long after the surface is
dry.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Original Liquid Finish: Interior or Exterior
use.
Exterior Finish: Includes UVA and
Mildewcide.
Finishing Oil: A richer mix of oils for hand
finishes, especially good for furniture,
earthen floors and concrete.
Liquid Wax End Sealer: Non-staining
joinery end sealer and end grain sealer for
logs and timbers.
Earth Finish: for Earthen floors or Cob
work.
Pure Oils: LEED finish, Bee-free Vegan
finish, Linseed oil, Beeswax, and Tung Oil,
Citrus Solvent.
Mixol Pigments: German oxide-based
colors.
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